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“Simply learning about something intellectually or simply
doing service is not enough. We want to combine the two
in a thoughtful way so we produce people who are
committed to contributing responsibly, in a civic way, for
the rest of their lives.”
Tom Burish, Provost, University of Notre Dame

about
The Center for Social Concerns at Notre Dame is an academic institute
grounded in Catholic social teaching and the methods of engaged learning and
research. Its many courses, seminars, programs, and initiatives bring students,
faculty, and community partners together to understand social problems and
work toward solutions so that all may participate in the common good.
Catholic social teaching is rich with ideas about building a just society, but it asks us to do more
than simply think about it. It asks us what is right and good, and then it calls for us to take action.
In partnership with the University, the Center works to put Catholic social teaching into action on
behalf of social justice.
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From the Executive
Director
Dear Colleagues and Friends of the Center for
Social Concerns,
Nothing marks an end like a beginning. That
notion seems no truer than at this time of year
when we celebrate the graduation of our students
from years of learning in a ceremony called
Commencement. So it was nothing short of
edifying to hear the Class of 2018 valedictorian,
Andrew Grose, speak in his valedictory about how
well Notre Dame and in particular the Center for
Social Concerns have prepared him to stride into
the future with confidence and courage.
Andrew’s story is that of a pre-med student who
spent eight weeks in El Salvador at one of the
Center’s international summer service learning
sites. Called upon to lead a “Mommy and Me”
music and movement class, he learned a
childhood’s worth of Salvadoran nursery rhymes
at record pace to teach the importance of
music in early childhood development. The
details change from student to student, of course,
but the pattern is familiar to all of us here at the
Center—we willingly leap into the future with the
confidence that we have learned enough and that
someone will be there on the other side to guide
our landing.
And so it was for the Center as well as its students this year. We dove into the first year of
our new strategic plan with the confidence of a
storied past and the courage to engage the signs
of the times that distressingly still speak of too
much poverty, injustice, and oppression, as the
University’s mission statement names them. Having set our sights higher, our call now is to engage
injustice anywhere and advance the common
good everywhere. Notre Dame—its legacy and its
future students—expects nothing less of us.
This annual report represents the beginning brush
strokes on that canvas of courage. And this year
in particular, you can have confidence that the
Center is “painting” under the inspiration and
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instruction of a master—our founding director,
Fr. Don “Padre” McNeill, C.S.C. Fr. Don died at
the beginning of the school year. He was aged 80
and had recently suffered a stroke. But as Fr. Ted
Hesburgh, C.S.C., once said of him, Fr. Don gave
Notre Dame “a heart and a soul” with the Center
for Social Concerns. We are proud to represent
this legacy, and audacious enough to press it further toward the good Fr. Sorin envisioned of Notre
Dame 175 years ago.
In Notre Dame,

(Rev.) Kevin J. Sandberg, C.S.C.
Leo and Arlene Hawk Executive Director

“Our medical work first and foremost was trying to build
social fabric in an area that had really lost it all.
Organizations in the past had tried to do this and had
failed, and I think this is because they were ignoring a fundamental part of what the ISSLP is about, and for me
that’s accompaniment.
Accompaniment is a crucial theme of Catholic
social teaching as I understand it through the CSC, and it’s
something that works in settings like the one I was in.

”

Andrew Grose
Valedictorian, Class of 2018
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Education for Solidarity

where classroom learning
meets lived experience
The Center for Social Concerns (CSC) is an academic institute that offers and facilitates
engaged-learning courses for both undergraduate and graduate students. In courses
that involve social analysis, service, and theological reflection, students partner with
communities near and far to build relationships grounded in mutual understanding and
oriented toward the common good.

International Summer Service Learning program (ISSLP)
Students spend eight weeks examining the causes of poverty and addressing the
challenges of various communities around the world.

In 2017 64 students worked with 32 partner
organizations in 19 countries
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Summer Service Learning program (SSLP)
During an eight-week immersion, Notre Dame (ND) Clubs host students who work with and learn from
those on the margins of society.

In 2017 106 ND Clubs
hosted 222 students at 160
locations in 40 states

Social Concerns
Seminars
Students are immersed in the unique
culture and challenges of the
Appalachian region during the
Appalachia Seminar, and they address
urban poverty in over 20 cities around
the country during Urban Plunge.
Other seminars vary, with topics such
as Mexico-U.S. Border Immersion,
Realities of Race, and Seeking Healthy
Communities.

770 students participated in
Seminars in 2016–17

Common Good Initiative
This year, the initiative offered two immersion
courses that gave graduate students an
opportunity to enter into the personal and
structural complexities of poverty and other
social problems through community engagement.

9 graduate students from 7 different
departments went to Jerusalem
8 graduate students from 5 different
departments went to Haiti
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Education for Solidarity

The Rev. Don McNeill,
C.S.C. Leadership
Fellows Program
The Rev. Don McNeill, C.S.C. Leadership Fellows Program
completed a successful pilot year and selected 12 new students
from among 80 applicants for the program’s second year. This
select group of undergraduates will have the opportunity to
integrate leadership development, major coursework, career
goals, and a desire to live as an active citizen working for social
change. The program is distinguished by its emphasis on
leadership development rooted in Catholic social tradition.

Rev. Don McNeill, C.S.C. was the founding director
of the Center for Social Concerns, where he inspired
thousands of students, faculty, and community
partners to think and act for justice in the world. He
stressed that the work of justice is constitutive of the
Gospel. After a brief illness, he passed away at the
beginning of the academic year.
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Story: SSLP and the Surprising
Gifts of Presence
When junior Bailey Kendall is asked to describe her
Summer Service Learning Program (SSLP) experience
in one word, her reply is “inconvenient.” Kendall spent
ten weeks in El Paso, Texas, at Annunciation House,
an organization that provides shelter to economically
poor immigrants and refugees. Kendall commented,
“What I mean by ‘inconvenient’ is that I learned how
to be there for others, to be inconvenienced, to be ok
with not having a schedule, not getting my to do list
done, with being hospitable to others at all times.”
Kendall was surprised how many stories she was privileged to hear when she took this attitude of presence.
When you listen to others and live in the moment, “you
learn to love the person right in front of you,” says
Holy Cross College senior Ruby Briones, who spent
her summer at André House in Phoenix, Arizona. The
SSLP students were not surprised by their ability to
dwell in the present moment—they were surprised by
what happened when they did that for eight immersive
weeks. Briones sees the SSLP as a valuable opportunity to receive the gifts of living in the here and now.
“I would tell everyone to do a SSLP in order to experience what’s missing in their lives, and to know what it
is to be human.”

Community-based learning
(cbl) By the Numbers
2,412

Students volunteered in the local community

451

Number of CBL students

93,814

Number of hours

80

Community partners
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Research for the Common Good

Community Engagement Faculty Institute, Summer 2017

where research responds to real
world challenges
The Center conducts research that serves the common good,
assesses the impact of Center programs, and explores the areas
of faith formation and theological reflection. It is also
committed to research on community-based approaches and
facilitates research projects with off-campus collaborators,
especially those that address local community needs.

universities, in particular,
to make Catholic social

Center research areas:

teaching, and the social

social justice and
catholic social tradition

part of their curriculum.”

explores issues of social justice and injustice in conversation with
Catholic social tradition (CST). As it does so, it seeks to explore and
cultivate the art of theological reflection, which is an integral part of
many Center programs.
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“We call on our

encyclicals of the popes a
Economic Justice for All
U.S. Catholic Bishops, 1986

The common good is “the sum total of social concerns which allow people, either as groups
or as individuals, to reach their fulfillment more fully and more easily.”
Guadium et Spes, no. 26

poverty and community development
deepens understanding about the intersection of the social, economic, and political forces that
perpetuate poverty in communities worldwide. It is informed by the CST principle of the
preferential option for the poor.

engagement in higher education
uses basic and applied approaches to examine the dynamic processes that impact student
development in moral and civic responsibility, leadership, ethics, and faith.

center program assessment
examines the impact of the Center’s summer service learning programs. Because of the inherent
depth of learning involved, these programs provide an excellent means to examine student
development and change in relation to community-based experiences.
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Research for the Common Good

bowman creek
educational ecosystem
began as a creek revitalization project and soon became
an award-winning education initiative. It is now a
partnership that pilots community-engaged,
sustainable projects to address real world challenges
in the Southeast neighborhood of South Bend, Ind. The
Center is one among many partners in this effort.

story: “Beyond Mere Generalities:
Applying Catholic Teaching in
the Present Context”
The Center sponsored “Beyond Mere
Generalities: Applying Catholic Teaching in the
Present Context,” a conference at the Notre
Dame London Global Gateway, in March, 2018.
It was the second gathering of the Applied
Catholic Social Tradition Network, an
international group of scholars focused on the
application of Catholic social tradition (CST) to
various social problems. The network first met in
Rome in January 2017 and continues to expand
its membership.

“We want to ask what it means to translate the
principles of CST into practices and judgments
in real-world situations, and how realities on
the ground challenge the fundamental
principles of CST.”
Clemens Sedmak
Professor of Social Ethics, Keough School of Global Affairs
Advisor in Catholic Social Tradition, Center for Social Concerns
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Partnership with Communities

Taking Education Beyond the Walls of
the Classroom
The Center for Social Concerns works with
University partners and more than 80 local
community partners facilitating volunteer opportunities and providing transportation to and
from partner sites and connecting faculty, undergraduate, and graduate students to social
service organizations for community-based
courses and community-based research.
The Center currently works with seven
Community-Based Learning Coordinators
(CBLCs) in local partner agencies such as the
Boys and Girls Club of St. Joseph County, the
Center for the Homeless, Imani Unidad, La Casa
de Amistad, and the Logan Center. CBLCs are a
great resource for students, helping them find
placements in their agencies that meet both the
needs of the community-based organization and
the student.

Story: Institute introduces
participants to theory and
practice of academic
community engagement
The Faculty Institute was first held in 2012 as a response to growing interest in community-engaged
learning at the University. Each year it has brought
roughly 30 participants together for three days of
lectures and community partner site visits to address a
central theme from various perspectives.
The three-day faculty institute is itself a model of community engagement. It features workshops by faculty
and experts from local organizations along with field
trips into the local community to talk with center partners who address a range of social concerns, such as
poverty, health care, and education.

“Universities have a responsibility to
provide support to the communities
in which they reside. As an integral
component to this support, the
University also needs to lead the
charge in advocating for
community uplift and student
engagement in this initiative. One
must be both a scholar of the mind
and heart and I can think of no
better way to embody these ideals
than being part of community
engagement at ND.”
Erin Moira Lemrow
Academic advisor, College of First Year of Studies
Teaching faculty member, Institute for Latino Studies
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Events and Activities

where community reflects
on the signs of the times
justice education series
The Center sponsored 106 events during the 2017–18
academic year. Events such as Peace Meals, ND Votes
Pizza, Pop, and Politics, Higgins Labor Cafés, and Higgins
Lunchtime Labor RAPS gather faculty, staff, students, and
community partners for conversation about pressing social
justice questions.

story: ND Votes Student named newman fellow
University of Notre Dame junior Prathm Juneja has been named a 2018 Newman Civic Fellow by
Campus Compact. Newman Civic Fellows actively address issues of inequality and political
polarization and demonstrate the motivation and potential for effective long-term civic engagement.
During his time at Notre Dame, Juneja has been engaged in civic and political activity both on campus
and in the City of South Bend. Since his freshman year, Juneja has participated in NDVotes, a
non-partisan campaign of the Center for Social Concerns, The Rooney Center for the Study of
American Democracy, and the Constitutional Studies Minor to promote voter education, registration,
and mobilization.
“As the son of Indian immigrants, my parents always taught me that we, too, were American,” Juneja
explains. “This constant reminder of my unique story as a part of our greater national story drove me to
grow passionate about civic engagement and politics.”
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Five Years of Francis’ Papacy:
Prospects for Peace, the Poor, and the Planet, a lecture and

In April the Center sponsored

panel discussion. The event marked the fifth anniversary of Pope Francis’ pontificate by exploring its
major geopolitical, ecumenical, and cultural themes. Georgetown, Fordham, Villanova, and the
University of Dallas held similar events.
Bishop Robert McElroy of the Diocese of San Diego gave the opening lecture, “Seeing Through a New
Lens: Pope Francis’ Quest on Behalf of Peace, Justice and Our Common Home,” then joined a panel
featuring Anne Thompson, NBC News Correspondent; Julie Hanlon Rubio, Professor of Christian Ethics, Saint Louis University; and Anantanand Rambachan, Professor of Religion, Philosophy, and Asian
Studies, St. Olaf College. Fr. Kevin Sandberg, C.S.C., acting executive director of the Center for Social
Concerns, served as moderator.

Rev. Bernie Clark,
C.S.C. Lecture was created by the

The annual

Center for Social Concerns in 2009 in order to
highlight the issues and themes within the
Catholic social tradition, and to inspire students
to live out Fr. Bernie’s words of promoting social
justice. This year’s lecture was titled “The Challenge of Peace Pursued through Christian-Muslim Dialogue,” and it featured Scott Alexander,
Ph.D. and Imam Hassan Al-Qazwini discussing
how peace and justice can be achieved through
interfaith dialogue between two of the world’s
leading faith traditions.

Every two years the Higgins Labor
Program (HLP) sponsors

The McBride Lecture, inviting
a nationally recognized leader to speak on a
contemporary labor topic. Established in 1977
with support from the United Steelworkers “to
promote better understanding of the principles
of unionism and our economy,” the signature series represents HLP’s commitment to educating
students and citizens on enduring questions of
workplace rights, economic fairness, and social
justice. This year’s speaker was Fred Redmond,
United Steelworkers Executive Vice President
(Human Relations), who spoke on “Today’s Struggle for Racial and Economic Justice.”
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Books
Sedmak, Clemens. Die Würde des Menschen ist
unantastbar. Zur Anwendung der Katholischen
Sozialehre. Regensburg: Friedrich Pustet. 2017.
Sedmak, Clemens, and Franz Lackner. Kaum zu
glauben. Annaeherungen an Grundworte christlichen Lebens. Innsbruck-Vienna: Tyrolia. 2018.
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Francis and the Transformation of Orthodoxy.
Polish Edition. Warsaw: IWPAX. 2018.
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Rhetoric. New York: Oxford University Press.
(forthcoming).
Book Chapters
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Learning Coordinator Model: Investing in Infrastructure for Community Impact through Service-Learning.” In Service-Learning to Advance
Access & Success: Bridging Institutional and
Community Capacity. (in press).
Mick, Connie Snyder, and James Frabutt.
“Service-Learning in Higher Education:
Teaching about Poverty and Mental Health.” In
Service-Learning: Enhancing Inclusive Education
(International Perspectives on Inclusive
Education),Vol. 12, 215–240. Emerald
Publishing. 2017.
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Brittenham, Rebecca, Erin Dietel McLaughlin,
and Connie Snyder Mick. “Outliving the Ghosts:
Storytelling and Community Engagement through
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Approaches to Teaching Literature, Language,
Composition, and Culture, 18.1, (Jan. 2018).
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(forthcoming).
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186.
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Heythrop Journal 3. (2017)
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Margins.” in International Bulletin of Mission
Research 41,4 (2017) 1–12
Wood, Danielle, Alicia Zornig Gura, Jay
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Diversity.” In the proceedings of American Society
for Engineering Education. Salt Lake City, Utah.
(forthcoming).
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Prusak, Bernard, Jay Brandenberger, and Kathleen
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Investing and Licensing.” Special issue, Journal
of Catholic Higher Education. Vol. 37, no.1 (May
2018).

Nickerson, Michelle, and Harry Dammer. “Catholic
Social Teaching in Their Own Words: Oral
Histories of College Students Learning CST.”
Special issue, Journal of Catholic Higher
Education. Vol. 37, no.1 (May 2018).

McCartin, Joseph. “Confronting the Labor Problem
in Catholic Higher Education: Applying Catholic
Social Teaching in an Age of Increasing Inequality.”
Special issue, Journal of Catholic Higher
Education. Vol. 37, no.1 (May 2018).

Hudson, Tara, Heather Mack, Jennifer
Reed-Bouley, and Margarita Rose. “Assessing
Student Learning about the Catholic Social
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Catholic Higher Education. Vol. 37, no.1 (May
2018).
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New Directions for an Esteemed Mission

Engaging the signs of the times
After an external review, Center faculty and staff developed a strategic plan for 2017–2022
that builds on the Center’s enduring commitments to Catholic social tradition and
engaged-learning and pedagogy over the next five years.

GOAL

LEADERSHIP
FORMATION
Educate students, faculty, and
partners in mutual
engagement and social
responsibility

GOAL

INNOVATIVE
SCHOLARSHIP
Foster engaged research,
teaching, and learning that
creates innovation in and
for social justice

GOAL

INSTITUTE EFFECTIVENESS
Develop and advance the Center as the
premier academic institute in engaged
Catholic social tradition

GOAL

COMMUNITY IMPACT
Design courses, programming,
research, and events for positive
community impact
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